Instructional Routines are specific and repeatable designs for learning that support both the teacher and students in the classroom.

Each of the six routines provide a familiar, accessible structure that supports repeated use until the steps to follow, thinking skills to employ, and questions to ask become automatic — enabling ALL students to engage more fully in learning opportunities while building crucial mathematical thinking habits.

**Routines for Reasoning**

with Grace Kelemanik and Amy Lucenta authors of the book *Routines for Reasoning*

**AUDIENCE**

K-12 General Ed and Special Ed teachers, coaches, specialists, and administrators

**DATES**

October 17, 2018 AND/OR February 25, 2019

**LOCATION**

Santa Barbara County Education Office

**COST**

$195/day (includes *Routines for Reasoning* book, breakfast, lunch and materials)

**GOOD FOR ALL, NECESSARY FOR MOST, ESSENTIAL FOR A FEW.**

Fostering the mathematical practices in all students with special focus on English Learners and students with disabilities.

**AUDIENCE**

Coaches, TOSAs, administrators and PD providers

**DATES**

(All 4 days required)

October 17 & 18, 2018

February 25 & 26, 2019 with network opportunities in-between

**LOCATION**

Santa Barbara County Education Office

**COST**

$675 for all four days (includes *Routines for Reasoning* book, breakfast, lunch and materials)

For more information contact: Ellen Barger, ebarger@sbceo.org; 805 964 4710 x5066